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Yes. It has been a great placement where I have had more responsibility and practice doing the job of an FY1

The virtual on call itself was extremely helpful and I cannot praise it highly enough but the time on the ward was hit and 
miss, often there were not enough ward jobs for us to help out with

The virtual on call itself was extremely helpful and I cannot praise it highly enough but the time on the ward was hit and 
miss, often there were not enough ward jobs for us to help out with

Yes - for the more day to day admin tasks that aren't taught at medical school
Certainly, I've learnt a lot about the non-medical aspect of an F1 job, which is definitely an aspect that isn't taught as 
frequently in medical school.

Yes it did. I feel the module, helped me to understand the role of an FY1 alot more and help to ease some of my worries.

Yes. I think it especially helped me understand the role of an F1. I really got a grasp of how to prescribe appropriately during
this programme.

Yeah some aspects were very good and showed me what the F1 does properly

Yes thought it was useful being able to see what an F1 actually does and have us the opportunity to learn things that we are 
not taught during medical school

I feel as if it improved my knowledge of what it is like to be an F1 but not much medical knowledge but I suppose that's the 
idea of the programme!
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It seemed excessive having both seminars and lectures on subjects like sleep and stress though I understand this is mandated by the medical school. 
More virtual on call would be great if possible.
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Virtual on call was great. Friday morning sessions likewise. The mindfulness session was useful. Elvin Chang, the CT1 on St Margaret's was really 
helpful getting me involved, teaching me and finding me jobs to do. Alexandria Ashby, as last year, was amazing in organising everything, chasing IT to 

get us on allscripts and generally making sure we got the most out of the placement
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We had a lot of talks scheduled for half an hour which took 5 minutes so could have been streamlined a bit. Content was all useful though.
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Accommodation, library, doctors' mess all great
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Many thanks for a great placement!



End of placement meeting

Verbal Feedback;

• Enjoyed moulage sessions & VOC

• Would like a clinical skills week / more practical sessions

• More exposure to A&E – perhaps day or week attending?

• Ashok’s career pitch was excellent

• Be good to spend a day with Respiratory nurse re procedures

• We provided more than other sites

• Overall, all really enjoyed their placement – they loved Margate 
(best placement thus far)
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